
Checkout Messages Widget

Widget Use
Enables any relevant Checkout Message(s) to appear once the user proceeds from the shopping cart to checkout or quote.

Example of Widget Use

Following is an example of the widget in use:

Where can the Widget be placed?

The widget can be used in the following templates:

Cart Template
Checkout Template
Checkout Quote Template
Guest Checkout Template
PayPal Express Template

Widget Options

Option Use Comments Available 
from 
Version

Description A short description of the widget's use. We recommend this field be updated so the widget's purpose is clear at a 
glance from the template page.

All

Layer The layer the widget is valid for. The  allows for the content to be shown to specific layering technology
audiences.

This is handy if the content is only valid for a certain type of user or if the 
same widget is required for more than one audience but different 
configurations are needed.

The widget can be added to the zone more than once and the layer feature 
can determine which audience can see each widget. 

All

Heading The text displayed at the top of the Checkout Message 
popup window.

Default: Important Information All

Return To Cart 
Button Label

The text displayed on the Return To Cart button. Default: Return To Cart All

https://cvconnect.commercevision.com.au/display/KB/Layers


Proceed To 
Checkout 
Button Label

The text displayed on the Proceed To Checkout button. Default: Proceed To Checkout All

Number Of 
Messages Per 
Page

The number of checkout messages to display at any 
one time per page.

Default: 3 All

Showing 
Prompt

The text associated with the number of messages 
currently being displayed.

Default: Showing All

Number Of 
Page Links

The maximum number of page numbers to display at 
any one time.

Default: 3 All

Show Next / 
Previous?

Determines whether the Next and Previous page links 
are shown.

Default: on

Toggle to disable

All

Show First / 
Last?

Determines whether the First and Last page links are 
shown.

Default: on

Toggle to disable

All

Show Next / 
Previous Skip?

Determines whether to show a skip/jump link when the 
total number of pages exceeds the Number of Page 
Links shown.

The skip link allows the user to jump up or down in multiples of the number 
of pages specified in the 'Number Of Page Links' setting.

All

Confirmation 
Prompt Single

The prompt text displayed when there is only one 
message visible and it requires confirmation from the 
user.

Default: I confirm I have read this message All

Confirmation 
Prompt Multiple

The prompt text displayed when there are multiple 
messages visible and at least one requires confirmation 
from the user.

Default: I confirm I have read all messages All

Related help
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